Using structural informations to summarize graph-structured RDF data is helpful in tackling query performance issues. However, leveraging structural indexes needs to revise or even redesign the internal of RDF systems. Given an RDF dataset that have already been bulk loaded into a relational RDF system, we aim at improving the query performance on such systems. We do so by summarizing neighborhood structures and encoding them into triples which can be managed along side the exist instance data. At query time, we optimally select the effective structural patterns, and adding these patterns to the existing queries to gain an improved query performance. Empirical evaluations shown the effectiveness of our method.
INTRODUCTION
The Resource Description Framework(RDF) have been pervasively adopted in many fields to represent the extensively linked resources. The available RDF data keep increasing in both size and quality, this challenges for efficient query processing of such graph-structured data. Although join-based query processing over relational RDF stores can benefit greatly from 40+ years of advances in database domain, the problem of losing graph structure in relational RDF representation is still not well resolved. It is well established that the summaries of structural informations is useful in pruning irrelevant triples, and therefore can greatly improve RDF query performance. Existing researches on structural indexes for RDF data are mainly focused on building specialized index structures (e.g., [4, 5] ), or even need to build query-specific system from scratch (e.g., [7] ). However, in most cases the bulk of dataset have already been managed by an existing RDF stores, reload or make another copy of data is a waste of resources. There is a need to improve the query performance in an existing system without further revision of its internals.
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First, we propose a method that encode the structural informations as triples. This design entails seamless integrate and index of graph structures. Generally, data hold in relational backends are indexed by values. Consider that graph-shaped queries are more selective by structures than by values, index data by structures can improve query performance to a certain extends.We avoid modifying the internal of RDF stores by encoding structural informations as triples. For the structural summarization to be cost-effective in both construction and storage, we adopt the neighborhood structures which can be built in linear time. The scale of the data can be further refined by applying structural merging strategies.
Second, we identify neighborhood summaries as patterns and optimally reform queries at runtime. Minimization of intermediate results is a prominent problem in join-based query optimization. The introduction of such patterns in queries are useful in pruning irrelevant intermediate results, thus can potentially gain query performance improvement. For sake of optimal selection of such patterns, we resort to maintain a carefully cultivated in-memory metadata to check the conditions. The reformed queries can be executed on all existing SPARQL-compliant query engines.
To summarize, our method offers the following features: 1) Schema independent integration of RDF structural informations, 2) efficient query processing by leveraging costeffective neighborhood structural summaries. We further evaluated our method on benchmark and DBpedia datasets. Results shown the correctness and efficiency of our method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of our method, Section 3 introduces how to maintains structural summaries, Section 4 explains the consideration of optimal query reformulation, Section 5 presents the preliminary evaluation results, and Section 6 concluded.
Related Works: Structural index is a kind of graph summarization that was first introduced by [2] almost 20 years ago. Many researches have been devoted to semi-structured XML data and more recently to graph-structured RDF data. According to the usage of structural indexes, we categorize existing researches that are most related to our works into three paradigms: 1) Queries are fully performed on structural indexes, e.g., [7] , 2) using structural indexes for filtering, then perform query on the reduced data, e.g., [5] , and 3) queries is partially performed on indexes for struc- tural manageable data, e.g., [4] . Our work follows the third paradigm, differ in that we consider summarizing all the neighborhood structures instead of bi-simulation-based summarization, and store them along side the original data. This entails an cost-effective structural indexes. Furthermore, all existing researches are not schema-agnostic, this means they need to do extra works on modifying existing systems. Our method is more pragmatic in that it can be applied to any existing relational RDF systems.
BASIC CONCEPTS AND OVERVIEW
In an RDF dataset D = |D| i=1 ti, each triple ti is uniformly represented as three elements Subject, Predicate, Object , or s,p,o for brevity. D can be naturally modeled as a directed, edge-labeled RDF graph G = V, E . Each triple ti ∈ D corresponds to a directed labeled edge e ∈ E. Adopting query language such as SPARQL 1 , a conjunctive RDF query Q can be expressed as: SELECT ?v1, . . . FROM T P , where T P = {tp1, . . . , tp k } is a combination of triple patterns, each one of which has a least one of s, o or p replaced by variables ?v. From graph perspective, N S(v) depicts all the distinct label of the the incoming and outgoing edges of vertex v in G. In this paper, we encode each N S(v) in D with a distinct URI lNS(v), and designate a specialized Prediate "ssf:pivot".
An Overview of our method is depicted in Figure 1 . Generally, relational query processing follows a Scan-Join paradigm. D can be viewed as managed in a single large SPO table T in RDF stores. The candidate set of each triple pattern tpi ∈ Q is generated by a scan of T . The query engine determines an optimal join order for all candidate sets, aiming at minimize the intermediate results size. The final query results 1 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/ is derived by the actual execution of joins. In our method, we pre-process D to generate all NSs, and encode them as a set of NS-Triples (step 1 , detailed in Section 3). These NS-Triples are managed by the RDF store where D are stored. Meanwhile, we introduce a dedicated designed in-memory structure to maintain the statistics (i.e. metadata) of NS-Triples (step 2 , detailed in Section 4). Henceforth, once an ad hoc query Q is committed at runtime, we detect and determine the optimal NS-Patterns to be used, and reform an equivalent query QR by adding these NS-Patterns (step 3 , detailed in Section 4). Consecutively, QR is processed by the query engine and return the final results (step 4 ). As QR considers the structural characteristics in query, as well as the trade-off of the extra cost introduced by joining NS-patterns, it is expected to gain an enhanced query performance.
REFINED NEIGHBORHOOD SUMMARY
We present in this section an approach of using NS-Triples to shred the adjacency structure summaries into RDF triples. NS-Triples can be stored alongside the corresponding instance data D. Consequently, existing SPARQL query engines can take advantage of summary-based optimizations without modifying the internals of SPARQL engines. The generation of NS-Triples follows three steps: 1) Basic NS generation. In this step, the occurrence of all NSs are detected. As stated before, D have been bulk loaded into an existing RDF store, and can be viewed as a single SPO table T . Ideally, we make a first scan through T following the order of Subject, and maintain a hash map H that take each pivot as key, while the value is the set of distinct Predictss in triples that has pivot as Subject. Afterwards, we make a second scan through T following the order of Object. For each non-literal Object, If it is already exists as key in H, append the associated distinct Predicate to its value set. Otherwise, add an new entry of H with Object as the key and append Predicates into value set accordingly. In this way, we get all the pivots and its NS in H. To get the metadata MH that holds all distinct NS and its frequency of occurrence, a scan of H is needed that sort distinct NS and count the number of pivot that has the same NS. Obviously, the scan of T is linear in average-case complexity. The cost of this procedure is mainly up to the construction of MH , which is O(nlogn) where n is the number of pivots.
2) NS refinement. Theoretically, there may exists a great number of distinct NSs considers the number of |P | can be rather large (e.g., currently DBpeida has 60,223 different Predicates). Therefore, maintaining and retrieve of MH can be a great cost. We adopt a simply strategy to structurally merge NSs. Let {N S} denotes the set of pivot that has NS, if N Si ⊂ N Sj, and {N Si} = {N Sj}, then N Si can be merged into N Sj. In practice, this strategy can greatly reduce the size of MH .
3) NS-Triple generation. To encode a NS in a triple, first we represent the set of N S(v) by an URI lNS(v), which is generated by a hash function. The generated lNS(v) are also kept in MH . Then we use a dedicated Predicate "ssf:pivot" and generate NS-Triple in forms of t(v) = v, "ssf : pivot", lNS(v) . Example 1. Figure 2(a) shows the list of triples in an example twitter-like dataset D. By scanning D, we can get 10 distinct NSs as shown in Figure 2(b) . Using the defined NS refinement strategy, we can merge NS3 into NS4, and NS8 into NS9. The generated 
NEIGHBORHOOD-AWARE QUERY RE-FORMULATION
In essence, NS-Triples capture correlations between triples that share common pivot. A native strategy is to simply identifies all the neighborhood structures N SQ in Q to generate NS-Patterns, adds all NS-Patterns accordingly. This entails us to directly add NS-Patterns in Q to "pruning" the sets of candidates. However, it may not always works well. Two problems arises that hinder the efficiency of our method.
The first problem is in finding the minimal NS in MH that contains a specific NS in Q. This serves as determining the Object value of the generated NS-Pattern. We name this procedure as NSMatch(). Formally, NSMatch() find N S m i in MH , where N S m i ⊇ N S Q i , and if ∃N Sj ∈ N S, N Sj ⊇ N S Q i , then N Sj ⊃ N S m i . Recall that in the offline processing stage, we have maintained an in-memory metadata MH that contains ∀N Si ∈ N S, its identifier lNS(i) and frequency f (i). Consider that MH may be rather large, we need to organize the structure of MH for efficient retrieval of setcontainment-based NS matching. Basically, we observe that the content of NS set represents a tree shape, thereby we can organize MH in a set of tree structures to facilitate NSMatch() retrievals. To elaborate, the root of a tree is the common Predicates that a set of N Si ∈ N S shares, and each N Si is placed on the tree leaf at different level following the increment of NS set content. Consequently, NSMatch() can be reduced to find the tree by matching the root, then matching along side this tree until no further leafs can be matched. Thereby the current leaf node is the minimal N S m i that contains N S Q i . Having N S m i , we can get lNS(i) from MH , and generate the NS-Pattern lNS(i), "ssf : pivotV ertex", vq .
Second, note that the main idea behind our approach is to add neighborhood structures as patterns in a query to "pruning" the sets of candidates. This strategy is effective when such "pruning" outweighs the cost of NS-Pattern processing. Intuitively, the naive strategy may fail due to the following cases:
• Q has high-selective triple patterns. As such highselective TPs can essentially reduce the candidate sets, there might be no need to add extra NS-Patterns.
• Q has relatively low-selective NS-Patterns. In this case, the cost of join operation introduced by adding extra NS-Patterns can easily exceed that of the original triple pattern joins.
To avoid the above drawbacks, we need to introduce additional statistics in metadata. A native idea is to hold all statistics of D as well as NS-Patterns in memory, this may cause great memory consumptions consider the sheer size of D. In reality, we can roughly estimate whether the candidate NS-Patterns to be added has a relatively high selectivity than all its related triple patterns in Q. In view of that, we only maintain the non-literal elements which has selectivity greater than a given threshold δ. Given that we can roughly estimate the selectivity of a triple pattern following the independence assumption at runtime. If the elements in a pattern is not held in such metadata, or its estimated selectivity is relatively lower than that of its related NS-Pattern, this means that adding this NS-Pattern potentially introduces high cost than its pruning ability. Then there is no need to add this NS-Pattern. ?y reply of ?z.}", clearly TP1-3 forms a NS-Pattern N S(?y). Using NSMatch(), we can get NS6 instead of NS7 as the minimal match of N S(?y). By maintaining the necessary statistics, we can roughly estimate the selectivity as Sel(T P 1) = 9/50, Sel(T P 2) = 4/50 and Sel(T P 3) = 4/50, while Sel(N S(?y)) = 2/50. As NS(?y) gives the relative higher selectivity, we can optimally rewrite Q by adding NS-Pattern ?y, "nss : pivotV ertex", "nss : 7c5432a626" .
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Our evaluations focused on the quantitative metrics, i.e. the query response time. All experiments were performed on a machine with Debian 7.4 in 64-bit Linux kernel, two Intel Xeon E5-2640 2.0GHz processors and 64GB RAM. We empirically evaluated the RDF query performance on two kinds of large-scale benchmark data, LUBM 2 generated with 20,480 universities, SNIB 3 of 15,000 users, and real DBpedia dataset 4 . The statistics are shown in Table 1 , along with the increased percentage of triples after applying NS-Triple generation. Results shown a relative small extra storage costs. The amount of generated triples are mainly up to the structural complexity of data (e.g. Twitter-alike SNIB dataset) and the number of distinct Predicates (e.g. DBpedia). We chosen four representative systems as existing RDF stores. Among them, RDF-3X 5 [3] and TripleBit 6 [6] are dedicated systems which indexed all possible permutation of s,p and o. Virtuoso 7 7 and DB2RDF 8 [1] are RDB-based system which use commercial-off-the-shelf RDBMS as backends. Each query was executed 11 times in a consecutive manner in each system, and the first time of each round was used for cache warm-up. We reported the arithmetic mean of the rest 10 queries in Figure 3 . Results shown the performance enhancement for most queries (ranging from 12% for L3, L4, to 213% for S3). The effect of our method is especially obvious for more complex queries that contain relatively more triple patterns (e.g. L2, L7, L8, L9, L12 for LUBM, and all SNIB queries). Among the four systems, RDF-3X gained the most prominent improvement in query performance, this can be reduced to that its query engine which use selectivity-based optimization could benefit greatly from the reduction of intermediate results brought by NS-Patterns. Note that our method had no effects on some queries (e.g., L1, L6, L14, D1), but also did not downgrade theirs original performance. This shown the effectiveness of optimal NS-Patterns selection.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the notion of Neighborhood Summary for optimized query processing on an existing relational RDF systems. We intended to use this cost-effective structural information in helping prune the irrelevant intermediate results to boost query performance. Preliminary experiments shown the effectiveness of our method.
